
 
 
 

Events Committee 
Minutes 

Thursday, August 27, 2020 
4pm-5pm 

Participants: Mitch Haslehurst, Angélique Rose 
Daniel Gudino, D. Services, Committee Chair 
Neil Barney, GSS Governance, Ex-Officio 
Non-member participant: Antoine Rose  
Regrets: Parnian Rezania, Jeffrey Bruton 

 

4:00 Land acknowledgement; introductions amongst participants 
 
4:10 As per the agenda, Gudino proposes to conduct an evaluation of summer 2020 events; 
how events have been going, etc. 
 
4:13 Rose, A., displays XL spreadsheet detailing events that have occurred over the summer. 
She notes that, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Comittee switched to entirely online events in 
May 2020. Committee went from about 4 events per month to about 12, since online events are 
easier to find. 
Rose, A., also remarks that, of the Committee members, she has been the principal organizer for 
the calendar for the summer. 
 
4:25 Gudino insists to learn more about individual events, about what to continue going into 
fall 
 
4:29 Haslehurst and Rose, A., remark that the Movie night event, taking place on the last 
Thursday of every month since May, has been quite successful. The turnout of participants 
averaged about 5 people, and the event went through without too much technical difficulty. 
Rose, Ant., discusses how important it is that we keep events running. 
 
4:40 Gudino asks if it would be prudent to centralize Barney as the main contact for future 
events, as that allows for institutional memory, and for ease of contact if need be. 
 
4:41 Barney agrees to have email available in case of questions, although the top priority in 
organizing events is to make sure all relevant info is readily available for all participants. Barney 
also remarks that it is helpful to have a list of registered participants for each event. 
 
4:45  Rose, A., agrees that Barney always have the participant list. Rose, Ant., remarks that 
participant lists help avoid chaos, and that events must have strong advertisement. 
 
4:52 Barney agrees that central advertising is essential. 
 



4:55 Gudino acknowledges that the meeting has been quite informative, extends thanks to 
members. 
 
4:59 Haslehurst remarks that, despite the likely event of his resignation from the GRC and 
the events committee in September, he is open to providing suggestions for events via email. 
 
5:01 Meeting adjourned 
 
 
 

 


